
The Turtle Identity

A question here rise as to what are we ready to do in order to see identities, whether
national, societal or personal, what are we ready to do to see them as nicely polished
and branded towards a certain attitude, either that of masculine sobriety or motherly
solidarity? The more we come exposed to this kind of branding of our identity, the more
we try to adhere to one representation of ourselves or of our community, the more we
are to kill anything that comes to undermine it.

In this way of thinking it does not really matter whether we are fascists or communists,
republicans or democrats, what truly matters is whether we are or not ready to give up
this construction of identity to leave this image we create of ourselves with all the sort
of logos we attach to it, the ready-made pins of political or religious parties like the
stickers behind a car screaming for attention, screaming to show all  of our opinions
regarding all public and intimate matters.

In this dangerous enrollment of our persona into the different contradictory channels
what we are experiencing is an entrenched war in which we ought to shoot not only at
the opposing enemies forward but also against one another, all for the sake of taking
positions regarding all opinions. If on the one hand the ancients taught us not to take
such positions, on the other we ought to be ready to give them all up understanding
primarily that not only human life on earth is just temporary but also earth itself in all its
transmutation is anyhow going to perish.

There is no sense of nihilism now in the words I am trying to communicate but rather
just  a  disguised  cynicism  inviting  for  a  more  soft  and  tender  approach  to  life,  an
approach  in  which  we  give  up  all  these  raging  believes,  products  really  of  our
annihilation with our own nature. Dwelling with the latter and with the latter alone we
will be able to partake not anymore in the worldly decadence but in a more cosmic and
universal pulsing of Life. Doing so and only doing so we will at last find that not only all
these issues we so obsess about in our daily existences are not worth considering; we
will realize that matters will be naturally solve themselves.

Yes  in this  attitude focused exclusively  on the taking care of  our  nature  we will  be
completely  stepped  over  by  our  competitors  and  yet  like  drugged  horses  running
without  a  destination  how  soon  in  our  turtle  pace  we  will  find  them  completely
exhausted and unable to breath? Let them race and win their trophies; they will soon
self-destruct. If any of horse comes your way do not even attempt to obstacle it; it will
fall on their own accord. Let it drool on you and kick you on the side of the road it keeps
so trafficked for God knows what reason but pride filled with blind believes. 



Cynic we ought to keep and only temporarily we ought to get displeased by all their
rough manners against us, against the new paths that in our pace we try to explore;
paths they the drooling horses will inevitably claim for themselves. And yet we have a
goal; we do not run for the sake of running, we walk scanning the surface of the earth as
if it was our very turtle shell. We well know that our journey is at the end of the ride.
Having reached the opposite of this giant shell  we so carefully explore, we will  have
obtained  a  wisdom  which  cannot  be  communicated  but  can  only  inspire  others  to
undertake the same life journey.

Truly all this indignation injected in our daily life, the very indignation sparked by the
very old and new morals that we as humans cannot live without, ought to come to an
end, in the first place right within us. We ought not to think of a universal solution, a
solution for all of human souls. All we had to truly take care of is the monster within us,
a monster ready to rage, to nourish its endless sense of dissatisfaction with whatever
sort of fanaticism whether the appeasing one of religions or that of infuriating politics.
The world my dears ought to be conceived in all its almighty cyclicness. In this cyclicness
that brings us up and brings us down, all that can be truly transmitted is but meaning.

Naked we are born and yet the cycle of life might bring us high up together with all our
community that for generations has not seen any splendour. We can rest assure, and
this should be the juice of our cynic thinking, we can rest assure that no matter how
much we struggle, if we are doomed to be spoiled of such splendour we cannot but
accept this circumstance and allow the opposing energies and polarities governing the
world to elevate someone else elsewhere. All this power struggle so much we obsess
about,  all  these  economics  and  politics  are  just  but  naturally  governed  with  only
artificial unnatural element brought forward by humans alone who so much attempt to
procrastinate their grip to a power that is naturally slipping off his or her hands.  

Cynically we can not but accept this cyclic condition perpetrated by nature alone and in
this knowledge attempt what it is most sustainable not only for us but for the entire
universe and that is to be moderate and let not ourselves be dragged into such forces
elevating or  oppressing human ambitions.  We ought  to keep ourselves beyond such
waves so much agitating, so much bringing us up to then crash ourselves down. Like a
turtle  then  our  mission  is  to  lay  our  eggs  and  out  of  our  eggs  allow  new  life,  an
autonomous  life  already  instructed  by  nature  alone  on  how  to  regenerate  itself,
hopefully away from all its raging predators incapable to let the moderate turtle to grow
in its antique state.


